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Welcome to the first edition of Shed Torque for 2020. This is the
digital version. It contains all the same articles as the printed
edition as well as extra photos and information. Please note Shed
Torque is only as good as the articles and photos that you, the
members contribute, so please remember to email me any photos
or articles that you would like to appear in Shed Torque. I am
always on the lookout for interesting stories.
Caroline Duck:
cdurdu@bigpond.net.au
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Report from the Committee:
Well what can we say about summer??? Such a terrible time for so many people and it will go on for quite some time
yet.
The recovery process for people who have been impacted by these fires is enormous and we know that many of our
members have been caught up assisting in some way shape or form.
The Executive discussed how we could best contribute and initially sent out an email offering storage for any vehicles
or other important items that needed to be moved to somewhere safe. We also contacted a number of members who
we knew might have been in the fire effected areas to see if we could be of assistance. Like many of you, we wanted
to help in any way we could.
At our recent Executive meeting we again discussed how we might contribute to the recovery effort and decided that
we would organise an event which visited some of the areas which had been impacted by the fires.
And so, the “GVC Fire Recovery Rally” has been born. We are planning
a day long rally on Sunday 24th of May. At this stage planning is still
underway as we cannot reliably decide on a route until the fire danger has
passed.
One of the options we are looking at is a run, stopping at Bruthen for
morning tea and then continuing on to Buchan.
This is only one option but coincidentally it will be 10 years since the
original Buchan Centennial Run which took place in May 2010. The Fire
Recovery Rally however would be open to all vehicles – big small,
beautiful or ugly – we don’t mind what you bring so long as you and your
vehicle come.
Please put the date in your diary – we will send you further details as we
get closer to the day.
Grants
We are still waiting on the Solar Grant from Darren Chester’s office. This is being regularly followed up but at this
stage we do not have any more information about when it is likely to come on stream.
We have recently lodged an application for funding to assist us with interpretive signage. This would see the removal
of the ropes and poles and the installation of a kerbing system. Information boards would be attached to the kerbing.
The outcome of this grant will not be known until early July.
Display Update
Marvels of Maffra display opens on March 1st with a large display of vehicles owned by people from Maffra and
District. We will be displaying cars from the early 1900's through to the late 2000's including utes and vans from Maffra
businesses.
We are fortunate to be able to include a display of vehicles from the Maffra and District Car Club in Club Corner to
celebrate their 50-year anniversary.
Thanks to all who provide their vehicles, it is still amazing what is around and about in our district.
The static "memorabilia' displays are continuing to expand mainly from very interesting donations.
Project Update
As you drive into GVC, you will have noticed all the new trees planted in our grounds. This has been a great project
which has been achieved through a relationship which is being fostered between ourselves and the Shire of
Wellington. Our sincere thanks go to the shire for providing the trees and digging the holes. Both the Shire and the
CFA have also undertaken to water them on a regular basis. As part of the community it is important that we continue
to foster and develop relationships with other Companies and organisations as this builds stronger communities in
the long run and benefits all.
Special thanks to Bill Morris too who has arranged for Spider Anderson’s grandson to service the mower on a regular
basis – and yes, we have grass to mow!!!!!
We have a number of projects under way, all of which were suggested by and worked on by our enthusiastic
volunteers. This input is a major driver in the success of our museum.
We were visited some months ago by the Torana Club, who used the ramp and the lawns to photograph their cars.
A volunteer on the desk suggested a dedicated photo area should be established at
the GVC. This has led to a 3-stage update of the building facade starting with the main front door being repaired and
painted by volunteers. The GVC logo has been repainted thanks to Riviera signs in Sale who are great supporters of
the museum.
The main signage across the top of the building and the cream lintels will be painted next and finally the ramp will be
re coated.
This project has already given a great lift to the façade of the building and has been used as a backdrop for
photographs of visiting vehicles.
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The wooden spoke wheel display is complete. Our heartfelt thanks go to Roz Carstairs who so generously gave us a
donation of David’s work and the fabulous DVD showing how he worked. If you haven’t seen this, allow 10 minutes
next time you are visiting – it is well worth watching.
John Murray who is an artist based in Lightning Ridge NSW has allowed us to reproduce a montage of his paintings
for installation in one of the old window sections of the museum. This will be installed next month and should really
be a talking piece.
Our longer-term project “Australian Automobile Timeline” is well under way with 250 photos collected and now being
developed into a 9-metre-long mural. We will have to call it “Some of the history of our industry “ as the more we
collect information and photos, the more we see what we have left out
So, as you can see, there is never a dull moment!!!!
The Train Project
Thanks to assistance from Wellington Shire Council and Maffra & District Community Bank the refurbishment of 1 CP
is steadily progressing with all the doors on the southern side now operable, the western end interior under primer,
and work on renovating the periscopes has begun.
We have been fortunate in that Exxon Mobil has sponsored the acquisition/relocation of an ex Vacuum Oil Company
(now part of Exxon Mobil) tanker as an addition to our rail display and V-Line has undertaken to supply the necessary
rail, sleepers etc for it to sit on.
We also have an old W&T Avery platform scale and a Crane Trolley that need some love if someone has some spare
time – not a lot of skill is required!
Where to from here?
A working group has been established to try and bring together ideas for projects which have been suggested over
the past months. I would urge any member who has a particular project they feel should be undertaken to contact
Sue or Andrew and they will ensure the working group is given the details.
In consultation with our members, we will endeavour to prioritise these. Some may be able to be done just like many
of the smaller projects such as the “wooden wheel” display. Minimal costing and most of the work done by volunteers.
The larger ones which require funding however, will need to be prioritised.
One of the things we have learnt in terms of applying for grants, is that the window between when they open and
when they close can be as little as 30 days. For larger grants you usually have to be “Shovel ready” as the saying
goes. This means you have to have plans done, planning permits done and costings and quotes all up to date. To
be able to provide this in the time-frame required means that you need to be working on the project well before the
funding round opens.
We would love to have your input so please make sure you talk to Sue or Andrew if you wish to contribute to the
discussion.
Members Club Day
In the last edition of Shed Torque, we spoke about our low Club participation rate and the need for us to try and find
a way in which the members can enjoy being part of the Gippsland Vehicle Collection.
As a first attempt we have come up with the member’s Club Day which we will be holding on Sunday 29th of March.
This is a day specifically for members – we will not market it in the same way as we do a “Display Day” and we will
not have all the bells and whistles which come with putting on a day to encourage outside visitation- we will however
have the important things in life – A Coffee Van and a BBQ sausage.
I was somewhat amazed to hear that we now have over 820 Club Plate vehicles. What a spectacle having even half
of these on display out the front would make and what an opportunity for you all to look and admire other vehicles
and talk to other members.
We would love you to come along and be part of the day – Bring your Club Plate vehicle if you have one, or any other
vehicle, or just yourself –
Swap Meet – April 26th
The Swap Meet has now become our biggest fundraiser of the year and is therefore an extremely important day.
I will be asking for volunteers sometime in early April and I would ask you all to consider assisting us. We need around
60 volunteers to help with both the setting up, the management on the day and the clean-up. It truly is a case of “Many
hands Make Light work” so please think about helping out for a couple of hours.
So, I think that’s a wrap. As always there is lots of exciting things happening but none of them would be achievable
without our volunteers. We are a great example of what an organisation based on volunteerism can achieve and I
think we have every right to be proud of our history and achievements.
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EVENT CALENDAR
Sunday March 1
08:00
Marvels of Maffra – Vehicle display launch
Fri 6 – Sun 8 March
Phillip Island Car Classic, Phillip Island Grand Prix
Circuit, 381 Back Beach Rd, Ventnor
th
Saturday Mar. 7
From
Marlay Point Overnight Yacht Race – GVC vehicles
11:00
on display at Marlay Point. More info Leigh Shields
Wednesday
March 10:00
Alpine and High Country tour 27 seniors (Morning
th
18
tea)
Saturday March 21 Riders
Harold Parsons Memorial Ride 100th Anniversary.
8:00am
brief at
180km course starting from Maffra Sale
9:50
Motorcycle Club rooms, Morison St. Maffra. For
First riders information phone Peter Abikhair 0409258742 or
depart at online at:
10:45
http://websites.sportstg.com/assoc_page.cgi?c=16855-0-0-0&sID=201285
st

Sunday March 22nd
Sunday March 29th
Wednesday April 1st
Sunday April 26
9:00am
Sat 16 -Sun 17 May

10:00 13:00
19:30
From
06:30
From
09:00

Sunday May 24th

09:00

Wednesday June 3rd
Sunday 12 July
Wednesday August 5th
Wednesday October
7th
October ?

19:30
08:00
19:30
19:30

October 22 -26
Saturday October 31st

10:30

Mirboo North Motorcycle Show and Swap meet
Members club plates day – BYO vehicles
GVC Members meeting
GVC Swap Meet Inquiries: Mike 0402084302
Heyfield
Reserve

Vintage

Machinery Rally

Heyfield

SAVE THE DATE – Bushfire Recovery Run
Details to follow.
GVC Members meeting
Racers – Vehicle display launch
GVC Members meeting
GVC Members meeting
Buick Car Club of Australia – approx. 100 cars
visiting
Wild to Wonderful Monaro Nationals – Lardner
Park
South Gippsland GHAC – Morning tea then on to
Lakes Entrance
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COMMITTEE
Name
Vacant
Peter Quennell
Sue Lawrence
Justin Robson

Dates to remember:
Car Cleaning: 10am every
Friday morning
Members General Meetings:
1st Wednesday every EVEN
month at 7:30pm (February,
April, June, August (annual
General Meeting), October,
December).
All members welcome. Come
along and get to know other
likeminded members

Graham Gunning
Andrew Gallagher
Sue Lawrence

Email

Phone

peterquennell@wideband.n
et.au
secretary@gippslandvehicle
collection.org.au
treasurer@gippslandvehicle
collection.org.au

0412387102
0351451103
0455556542

Role
President
Vice President,
Assistant Secretary
Secretary

0407886475

Treasurer

0409667096
0409562962

Club Plate Officer
Displays

0455556542

Volunteers,
Booking Secretary
Past President

display@gippslandvehiclecol
lection.org.au
S62lawrence@gmail.com

Duncan Malcolm
John Spunner

duncanmalc@me.com

0402077111
0408558094

Mike Gunning

mike40robert@gmail.com

Ross Foster
Lynette Hume
Craig Greenwood
Vacant
OTHER
Leigh Sheilds
Caroline Duck
Ken McRae

ford1929@hotmail.com

0402084302
0351472243
0409018415
0416 034677
0456456815

us6owner@bigpond.com
cdurdu@bigpond.net.au
curlymac54@hotmail.com

0429164763
0428456267
0419536525

Train Project
Shed Torque Editor
Retail, Swap Meet

The Museum

admin@gippslandvehiclecoll
ection.org.au

0351473223

The Museum

Motorcycles
Social Secretary

New Members
Richard Appleton
Dale Fairless
Neil Hodge
Melinda Khote
Neville Medhurst
John Patten
Brett Venn
Trevor Wilcox

Robert Ashton
Greg Foster
Grant Johnston
Matthew Kool
Paul Monk
John Phillips
Wayne Venn
Mick Zappelli

Gary Bartlett
Michael Hall
Peter Keogh
Scott Lawson
Brendan O’Farrell
Phillip Sawyer
Maurice Walters

Welcome to our new members. You will by now be receiving our bi-monthly events
calendars, and we hope to see you at our upcoming events, or just dropping in at
the museum, having a cuppa, or perhaps dusting a car or two on a Friday.
Our aim is to share our interest in historic motoring. We invite you to all GVC events
or meetings and welcome comment about the running of your motor museum.
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Our next display is called Marvels of Maffra, celebrating cars that have had a long history to Maffra .
One of the cars on display is a 1909, Brush, owned by Peter Johnson.
Peter has owned this car for about a year and has spent some time
on restoration. It was originally brought to Australia by Bruce Nelson
who bought it from an auction in the U.S.
Background Information:
Alanson P Brush was an innovative engineer from Michigan, who
formed his own car company in 1906. Despite the Brush Motor
Company only manufacturing for 6 years, his designs were
considered to be the most technical innovations of the day. His
runabout was unique with its wooden chassis and axles. It was left
hand drive and had a one cylinder, 10hp (8kw) engine, driving a twospeed transmission. A distinguishing feature of the engines designed
by Bush was that they ran counter-clockwise instead of clockwise,
which, in the days before the invention of the electric starter, was
intended to make them safer for a right-handed person to crank
start by hand.
The Brush was used as the car to make the first transcontinental crossing of Australia in 1912 from Fremantle to Sydney, by
Sydney Ferguson and Francis Birtles. The Brush was considered the ideal car to make the journey because of its light weight,
making it easier to negotiate desert conditions. The journey took 28 days and the pair averaged 150 km per day.

Syd Ferguson and Rex the terrier, aboard the
one-cylinder Brush, making the first latitudinal
crossing of Australia by motor car in 1912.
Ferguson drove the entire distance from
Fremantle to Sydney. He had reservations about
his navigator Francis Birtles

The Brush car – bogged again. Salt pans and bluebrush swamp weren’t the only curse for
pioneer motorists. Sharp tree stumps had the potential to puncture a motor car’s sump, drain the
oil and destroy the engine.
Note: The photos of the Brush from the 1912 trip come from “Francis Birtles” by Warren Brown,
Hachette 2012
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The Maffra and District Car Club
This article features The Maffra And District Car Club which will be featuring in our display also.
In the mid 1960's a group of young local blokes gathered after work on Friday nights to participate in "time trials" on the back
roads surrounding Maffra. With makeshift timing systems - created by Ken Toogood using farmers fences / wire as part of the
system - the events became very popular.
So popular in fact, it was decided a formal club should be created. On the 18th of March 1966, in Peter Medding's shed at
Newry, the Maffra And District Car Club was formed. With events such as motorkhanas, time trials, movie nights and social
get togethers, the Club secured and began working on land behind the Boisdale reserve to hold these events.
The Boisdale Hillclimb Track was designed and constructed by Maurie
Killeen, Fred Burgermeister, Noel Burley and "Spider" Anderson, along
with other founding members over the next couple of years. The hard
work by the fledgling Car Club paid off, with the first race meeting held at
the Boisdale Hillclimb Track on Sunday, August 31st 1969. First car on the
track was founding Club member “Spider” Anderson in a 1967 Morris
Mini, followed by around fifty other drivers all eager to test their skills on
the newly created track. Cars such as Ford Prefects, EH Holdens, Datsun
1600’s, Ford Cortinas, Minis of different models, Ford Falcons (including
GT’s) were just some of the assorted vehicles to line up at the first
hillclimb. Not to mention a V8 powered Volkswagon Kombi van owned
and raced by John Scott.
Spider and Carol Anderson, Nov 1970
Fast forward 50 years and the Boisdale Hillclimb still holds a strong
following, with drivers competing from all over Gippsland to race on the gravel track. Boisdale is one of only a handful of
unsealed hillclimb tracks left in Victoria, with most others being bitumen surfaced. MADCC holds a Round of the Victorian
Autocross Series at the track, along with seven other hillclimb meetings throughout the calendar year.
The MADCC has certainly stood the test of time, and continues to attract both the young and young at heart from all over
Gippsland to test their driving skills and race against the clock.

Spider with the same car 50 years later
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My First Car…
By Don Ripper
Like many farm kids my first driving experience was not in “my first car”
My grandfather Bill Taylor retired from the Police force in 1955 and set up a vegetable growing operation on
Settlement Road Airly on the bank of the Nuntin Creek. In 1956 Bill purchased a yellow/cream 1950 FX Holden
(officially 50-2106) to make deliveries to his customers in Sale and Maffra.
The Holden ute had a 2171cc (132.5 Cu In) 6-cylinder motor and a 3 speed on the column gear shift. It would
accelerate form 0-60 mph in 37 seconds.
Given that both my Father a former motorcycle copper and Grandfather were retired coppers I was only ever
allowed to drive from our dairy farm on Airly Road to the vegie farm on Settlement Road, or to the outskirts of Sale
or Stratford, until the 17th August 1965 when I drove it to the Stratford Police Station and picked up my license
courtesy Snr Constable Roy Sommerville who after assuring himself that I had driven from Airly didn’t see the
need to take me for a drive.
The first car I purchased for myself is
commemorated in the name
of the shed’s newsletter “small
torque” It was an eightyear-old 1959 Ford Prefect 100e
deluxe, black in colour and
if pushed would achieve 0 to 60 mph
in 35 seconds. The Prefect
was “powered” by an 1172 cc fourcylinder side valve (100e)
motor with a three-speed floor
mounted gearshift.
It was actually a nice little car with
separate front seats with
leather trim and a reasonably effective
heater.
The dashboard was comprised of two
circular displays the left one
containing the 'magic ribbon' AC
speedo and odometer and
the right the fuel and water
temperature gauges.
It had a lockable glove box which had
a different key to the
ignition which was lost never found and the glovebox never opened again.
The windscreen wipers were powered from the inlet manifold vacuum and whenever there was any load on the
engine and the vacuum fell away and the wipers simply stopped working.
It would do 70 mph (114 km/h) timed on the runway at RAAF East Sale and accelerate from 0-60 mph (97 km/h) in
34 seconds, marginally better than the Holden Ute. The Prefect had a fuel consumption of 35 miles per gallon (8.06
L per 100 K) which is the same as I get today with the Ford Everest, when I behave.
The Prefect served me valiantly for 9 months doing its weekly return trip from Sale to Laverton; several trips back
to Adelaide; and on one long weekend to Ceduna. Until returning one early Monday morning in 1968 to RAAF
Laverton and while climbing the long hill into Berwick the number one piston and its conrod parted ways at the
gudgeon creating a “small” hole in the side of the crankcase and another in the block slowing me down somewhat.
I didn’t have it repaired
– however, the leading aircraftman photographer I gave it to put a new engine in it, got a new lock and key for the
glove box and drove it around RAAF Base Laverton for at least another five years.
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CAR RESTORATION
An Article by Steve Churches

Type: Hot Rod/Standard vehicle
Take the time to research the vehicle you want to spend the next several hundred/thousand hours of love and dedication to.
Do not for any reason choose a vehicle with the outlook of “This will do”. Make sure your selection is “This is exactly what
I’ve been looking for”. Many projects have been started with this will do, to end up with thousands of dollars spent,
unfinished, disappointed, disgruntled, a very unhappy spouse and the sale of an unfinished project for a pittance of the
money and time spent.
Model:
The model of vehicle can also be a challenge, rare models are always going to pose a problem with procurement of parts for
the restoration process. Some restorers like the treasure hunt challenge that can and will take you on many weekend or week
travels sourcing rare parts and meeting fellow restorers. The comradeship between restorers and hot rod builders alike is one
of a welcoming hand and a journey of new friendships. Rare models usually require the skills of an advanced restorer that
knows their way around a machine shop and also a panel restoration shop, there are classes available through training
providers that can assist with the learning of new skills and also advancing existing ones, the more skills you possess in these
areas will certainly make the restoration journey easier.
Wood or steel:
The older the vehicle, the more the encounter of wooden components will occur. The restorer must not only be familiar with
steel but also wood, usually restorers are familiar with one or the other, and hopefully you will have a contact with a close
friend that can assist with the other! To employ a tradesperson to fill the shortfall can be expensive and time consuming
usually leading to disappointment and the end of a project. Ensure that you can cover the areas of expertise before
commencing your project. Painting, Upholstery, Wiring, and mechanical overhauls can be expensive, touch base with the
necessary people, you will need to establish a “ball park figure” of what you may need to account for if you are unable to do
them yourself.
Budget:
The Budget is the biggest concern with any project, to complete a restoration to a set minimum amount or time is
impossible!! If there are budget issues before you start there will be massive issues before you finish. You can complete a
project with minimal expense if you can do most of the work yourself, the other method is to take your time and progress
with the project over a “no set time” approach, the cost may still be expensive but over a long period of time cost does not
have the same initial impact.
Time:
Unless you are an extremely talented and diverse or have an abundance of cash, time will be a factor that you cannot keep to
a schedule. The restorer that not only sets a budget; but also a time frame, will end up disappointed and frustrated to the
extent that the project will be on the market unfinished for a pittance. Another factor with a time frame is that during the
process there are always setbacks, whether you have a pile of cash or not, so as the time for completion gets closer the
quality and enjoyment becomes less, ending up with a finished product that you will not be happy with. Unless you can look
at the finished product and say “WOW” Look what I have achieved, it was a waste of time.
Hand Skills:
One would hope that if you are considering a vehicle restoration project that you have at least basic hand skills with the tasks
required for the job, if you don’t you will need an abundance of cash to pay contractors! If your hand skills are limited there
are always courses that can help, if you are determined and positive it is amazing how your hand skills improve and new ones
develop when involved in a restoration project. Some enthusiasts do not have any of the skills required, their best choice is to
purchase a completed project and use the enthusiast skills of detailing and polishing.
Research:
Always do your research!! Some enthusiasts can tell you the year, make and model, the amount built, the dates that
production changes were introduced, the colour variants and trim options, they can tell you where to purchase reproduction
parts and their cost, but do you know what will be required to register the vehicle when it is finished??
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Always consult an engineer, “VASS Signatory” to confirm the appropriate regulation that you will be using for registration. Do
not be misled by people in forums with their own perception of the regulations, they are usually wrong, talk to the person
that is going to sign the compliance.
Clubs:
It is important that you become a member of a club that is appropriate for the vehicle you have chosen. If you have decided
to build a Hot Rod you must also be a member of the ASRF, The Australian Street Rod Federation, otherwise registration will
not be available. Clubs are extremely helpful and have an abundance of knowledge within them, most of the members are
only too willing to help a new restorer, not only with advice and the occasional need for motivation, but resourcing of parts
and skills. The other advantage of a club is the social environment where they all talk nuts and bolts. Social events also include
family picnics and car event and outings that are a lot of fun.
Journal:
Put together a journal of you project, include all you newly found contacts and suppliers, take progress pictures of the
restoration, keep all documentation and receipts, and include a sketch pad within the journal for on the spur drawings and
brain waves, make a list of what to do and approach them one at a time. Take your journal to club meetings and events, you
will be amazed of what answers you will find while attending these. A journal is also an asset and requirement for an engineer
when a build history is required.
Unfinished project:
This option can be advantageous but sometimes a disaster, there are many reasons that people sell unfinished projects, some
are: - run out of cash, lost interest, wife told me to sell, medical reasons, etc. etc. Be wary of any unfinished project as it is
common that people start projects relying on word of mouth ideas and regulations, misinformed on components and their
application, have not consulted an engineer before commencement and have made many mistakes that cannot be rectified,
have based their ideas on American magazine topics that do not relate to Australian regulations. On a positive note you will
buy an unfinished project for much less than has been spent on it. Arrange a reliable/qualified assessment of the unfinished
project before you hand over cash.
It is more important that you be the one smiling than the seller!
Workshop:
A clean well-equipped workshop is a must, the preferred minimum size for a one-person project would be a double car garage
at least. Keep in mind that even a small car when dismantled will completely fill a double garage, this is not accounting for
tools and equipment. A storage shed that is well sealed and has a floor is a must. A hoist would be fantastic but not always
practical, but a car rotisserie is a must have! I strongly advise that you put this high on the priority list. Keep all flammable
liquids and materials stored away from the project area, it only takes a small spark from a grinder to really mess up your day
or maybe your life. The restoration process will always have the need for obscure or odd tooling, keep all your off cuts for this
reason until the restoration is finished. Ensure that you have the relevant training for any welding equipment you have, do
not under any circumstances weld any steering or suspension component without authorised procedures. Take the time
before you commence the project to prepare clean and arrange your workshop before you start, a grubby start ends in a
messy finish.
Neighbours/noise:
Consideration for your neighbours is of the utmost importance, we tend to get carried away and can have a disgruntled
neighbour knocking on your shed asking what the heck are you doing making a racket at 12am. It is always a good idea to let
your neighbours know that you are about to start and ask them what a fair curfew time would be, better still get them
involved! Grinders, air tools and hammers seem to make more noise after 7pm than through the day according to people
outside the shed.
Who to contact:
Contact your local car clubs, not forums. Talk to a VASS Signatory for regulation information.
Gippsland Vehicle Collection
http://www.gippslandvehiclecollection.org.au/contact-us/
SJC Automotive Engineering Consultants
http://www.vassengineer.com/
e-mail vasslv@vic.australis.com.au
Stephen J Churches
Dip.vet. Dip.eng. m.i.a.m.e. m.s.a.e.a. v.a.s.s.
Automotive Engineering Consultant
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Mob: 0419 5927 21

Morgan Motor Cars
By Jim Ballard
My wife Chris and I have recently returned from the UK, whilst we were there, we were fortunate enough to participate in a
tour of the Morgan Motor Car Company’s Malvern plant.
Whilst not everybody has heard of the Morgan, Chris and I came across this British icon strangely enough while visiting Napier,
New Zealand a few years ago. We were actually there to participate in the annual ‘Art Deco’ festivities which occurs in February
each year; but that’s for another story!
In the carpark of our hotel there appeared a dozen or so sports cars, obviously of British descent by their styling. Chris initially
approached one of the owners out of curiosity. We found out that this group of predominantly middle-aged men from England,
tour the world carting their beloved cars with them by cargo ship and investigate the various countries in which they have
landed. It’s probably more organised than that but in essence that’s how it occurs.
These cars are quite something to look at with their somewhat 1940’s styling and
this experience has remained with us both ever since. The owner at the time
enlightened us to the uniqueness of these cars with their wooden frame. Also, the
years of waiting for their car to be produced, creates a mystique within the
marque.
It is with this in mind that while travelling the UK that we learned our path would
take us nearby to the Worcester factory, so after a quick ‘Google’ (where would
we be without technology?) we booked into a tour.
As mentioned, the Morgan factory located in Worcester (pronounced Wooster) in
the city of Great Malvern, about 200 kilometres or 3 hours north west of London
up the A44. They have been operating continuously at this site since before WW1
and have been in production since 1910.
Morgan’s first iteration in 1909 was a three wheeled ‘buggy’ vehicle with a small 7hp V Twin Peugeot motorbike engine and a
drive shaft which ran through the structural tubing to a chain drive to the rear wheels, independent front suspension which
was rather unique at the time. The main competition was the Austin Brummy and the Morris Minor which were proving more
popular as they delivered comparable fuel economy with arguably more cabin comfort. As a three wheeled concept, Morgans
were only able to be registered as a motorbike initially; even though some models could accommodate 4 people. They were
marketed initially for 65 pounds. The Peugeot motor proved inefficient so an 8hp JAP engine was installed in the 1921 Popular
model with a price of £150. Morgans’ continued to be produced although not in great quantity. In a bid to increase the public
awareness, in 1924 they entered the field as Morgan Racing at Brooklands to great success. Harold Bert’s entry with an 1100
cc Blackbourne engine and streamlined body completed 91.48 miles in 1 hour at an average speed of 100 miles per hour (160
km’s/hr) a remarkable feat for the time, but still sales remained slow.
Morgan three-wheelers benefitted from a £4 tax levy, half the tax which was imposed on the Austin 7; provided they remain
within the 8-cwt category. By 1930, mass motor car manufacturing was prolific and prices were tumbling, Ford produced their
popular model for £100. Morgan’s countered by purchasing the 8
hp Ford engine and matching their
opponent’s price. Morgan’s first entered the Australian market
after the Second World War
and were powered by a 990 cc Matchless V Twin engine.
Morgan produced its first
‘car’ in 1933 in 4-wheel guise. It had a steel chassis, a fourcylinder Ford side-valve
engine and was called the 4-4. Production of the 3 wheeled
model continued until
1952 and ceased when it became difficult to sell. The 4-4 was
so called because of its 4cylinder engine and naturally 4 wheels. Morgan’s continued
to entertain a variety of
engines to power its vehicles. Like Ford who was an
owner/builder, Morgan was
founded by HFS Morgan and remained in control of the Morgan
family until 2013.
The process of building a four wheeled Morgan is still all undertaken within
the single factory (apart from
some outsourced parts).
They are primarily built around a steel chassis with a wooden upper frame and hand-crafted aluminium panels individually built
to fit each specific vehicle. Each stage is physically carried, or delivered, to the next work station along with the customer
specifics. A truly unique process in this age of mass production and robots.
Likewise, the 3-wheeler Morgan, which was re-introduced in 2011 by popular demand is crafted at the factory utilising
motorbike framing expertise and an aluminium body wrap. The modern day 3 wheeled Morgan is powered by an American
Smith and Smith 1200 cc engine which effectively sits on the front of the car much the same as its predecessors.
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Four wheeled Morgans import engines for their sports cars but are primarily Ford engines of various sizes with the larger
Morgan running an Audi engine.
As myth would have it, one would order a Morgan and could wait around 2 years for delivery. Also, a rider to the contract was
that one could not on sell their vehicle for five years post-delivery to ensure the market retained its specialty and viability. This
is actually no longer the case as a brand-new Morgan can be delivered within 4-6 months in England plus shipping time.
Morgans do not have to fully comply with Australia’s stringent design rules as they’re classified as a boutique motor supplier,
delivering around 1200 vehicles per annum worldwide. That is, they’re not forced to have air bags or ABS brakes, but there are
a myriad of safety features implemented within their more modern design; while being true to their traditional look. Prices for
a new Morgan vary depending upon which model and specs that are chosen but one could expect to outlay between $104,000
and
$155,000 as of 2017.

Carpenters are employed to facilitate the craftsmanship in body building

An almost completed car leather interior being

fitted.

A modern day 3 wheeled Morgan. See how the chromed engine sits out front? And a rear view of the streamlining of the allaluminium body. The downside to this is that the rear wheel cannot be easily changed.

Time to Dream!
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SAVE THE DATE – GVC SWAP MEET
2020 will mark our 5th Swap Meet which for us is somewhat amazing but we have a long way to go before we catch
up with many other clubs who have been running them for many, many years.
Each year, we endeavour to fine tune this event to ensure we continue to be known as “the friendly” Swap Meet.
Vanessa and her crew provide a delivery service to the stall holders, taking orders for egg and bacon rolls and
delivering them to their site…………no wonder they all love her and her band of volunteers!!!!
For many enthusiasts an automotive swap meet is a good opportunity to socialise with likeminded people as well as
a way of parting with some unwanted "gems" that have been gathering dust in the shed or finding that “must have”
item to take home.
It gets back to the saying "One man’s junk is another man's gold!"
These events are now our number one fund raiser for the year. Sue will once again be seeking volunteers to help
run the day as it takes a team of around 40 to make the day run smoothly. Please give her a call or send an email if
you are able to assist.
And so here we are again so remember to keep the 26th of April free - You never know what "Gems" await.

DONATIONS REQUIRED

If you have some unloved bits and pieces in your sheds which you would like to donate
to the GVC stall at the Swap Meet, please call:
Ken McRae on 0419 536 525. If necessary, we can organise for them to be picked up.
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HAROLD PARSONS MEMORIAL RIDE
2020 marks 100 years since Harold Parsons set the world 24 hour riding distance record in Gippsland. Parsons was a gifted awe
inspiring rider and renowned motorcycle racer of his era. On 27th/28th August 1920 Harold conducted his record breaking ride
on a 600cc Indian Scout motorcycle, on a triangular 23 mile course linking Sale, Stratford, Maffra and back to Sale. In the process
he also broke 23 other world records from the 300 miles through to the 24 hour distance record.
Tragically only a few months later Harold was killed whilst testing a new Indian motorcycle, when a horse strayed across the
road and into his path. Such was the fame and community respect held for Harold Parsons, that in 1923 a monument was
erected to him at Yarra Park State School, near where he had grown up. It was later moved to Wellington Parade where it
stands today. In 1985 the Shire and Maffra Motor Cycle Club established the Harold Parsons Memorial Park in Sale
(approximately near the original race starting point) on the Sale-Maffra road just between the United Service Station and the
aged care facility (opposite the Sale Showgrounds).
Below is an article from the era that details the original ride.
Herald (Melbourne, Vic., Saturday 28 August 1920, page 3)
Motor Cycle Record
1114 Miles, in 24 Hours, SALE, Saturday.
Starting at 7a.m. yesterday. Harold Parsons, the Australian champion motor cycle rider, mounted on a 5 h.p. Indian scout
machine, with Dunlop tyres, began an attempt to lower the 24 hours' road record, the existing record for motor cycles of that
power was 851 miles, established by C. A. Korner, South Australia, on a Rudge. At 9 p.m. yesterday Parsons had covered 579
miles in the 12 hours, beating Baker's record at Mortlake in 1916 on a 7 h.p. machine. At 1.15 this morning Parsons had beaten
Korner's record with 5¾ hours to spare. By 7a.m. he had covered a total of 1114½ miles, breaking all existing motor cycle,
records for the world over all distances from 300 to 1100 miles, and for all times from six to 24 hours. Parsons covered his last
10½ miles in 11 minutes, and each of his last two laps of 23 miles, in 25 minutes. The course started at Sale, thence to Stratford,
across to Maffra, and back to Sale, covering a total of 23 miles each circuit. Two sides of the circuit were in excellent condition,
but the Stratford-Maffra section was in a bad state of repair. The total number of stops for petrol, oil, and food aggregated 1
hour 40 minutes, leaving a total riding time of 22 hours 20 minutes, during which Parsons averaged 50 miles an hour day and
night. The condition of one section of the road necessitated a continuous speed of 60 miles an hour on the good, stretches. Parsons
passed the Sale control on the last lap at 6.49 a.m. this, morning, and was checked 10 ½ miles out from the control at 7 a.m. by
Cr. McAdam, of the Maffra Shire, and Mr Bremner, vice-president of the Victoria Motor Cycle Club. The latter; together with
Messrs Wllliams and Hopkins, acted as official time-keeper throughout the 24 hours trial. The outstanding feature of Parsons'
ride was the extraordinary regularity of his lap times, which averaged 28 to 20 minutes continuously, day and night. The only
hitch in the entire run was the delay
of 18 minutes in the 13th lap to strap
the saddle pillar. Parsons showed
remarkable judgment and coolness
throughout, taking the corners
perfectly and judging the lap times
almost to a minute. He finished with
very little apparent exhaustion, and
without any trace of excitement. After
the ride he was welcomed at Sale by
the large crowd, who got up early in
the morning to see the finish. He was
hoisted shoulder high along the road
accompaniment.
Parsons at speed

Memorial Ride
The Maffra-Sale Motor Cycle Club (MSMC) hosts the annual Harold ParsonsMemorial Ride. Alby Dorning (recently deceased),
one of the founding members of the MSMC, promoted the memory of Harold Parsons.
Alby Dorning and the late Ian Kennedy, as prime movers within MSMC, hosted the first Harold Parsons Memorial Event in 1982.
This was a motorcycle display at the Esso Building in Sale, to commemorate Harold Parsons magnificent record.
The following year it changed to a ride/reliability trial and remains in that format with riders departing at 1 and 2 minute
intervals on an arrowed course that changes annually. The memorial ride covers a course of approximately 180km over local
sealed roads. All motorcyclists are welcome to enter. This year it will take place on Saturday 21st March. As it is the centennial
year, the MSMC will be hosting a dinner at the Club rooms on the evening of 21 March 2020. (Interested persons may contact
14
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Gippsland Vehicle Collection Club Day
Sunday 29th March
10:00am – 1:00pm
Did you know that we now have over 840 Club
Plate vehicles with the Gippsland Vehicle
Collection? They come in all different shapes and
sizes and include:
Vintage and veteran vehicles, motorbikes, trucks of all shapes and sizes and classic and custom vehicles. – You
name it, we seem to have it.
What we would love to do is to get as many of them along to our Club Day on Sunday 29th March.
Imagine what a site it would be with all these vehicles on show in front of the building.
This is the opportunity for you to come along and meet some of your fellow members - share tall tales and true
(You never let the truth get in the way of a good story or so I’m told…!) and just enjoy spending some time
together.
We would also love to see as many of our members who don’t have club plate vehicles.
We are delighted to have Steve Churches in attendance. Steve has been involved in the motor trade since the age
of 15. (1969) progressing through further training and gaining experience in all facets of the motor trade. He has
always been involved in many components of the motoring industry including: - motor racing, vehicle preparation,
body fabrication, metal shaping, mechanical modifications, and suspension development, FEA analysis, and CAD
drawings.
Being a car enthusiast, he has relations with vehicle engineers which date back to the 80s. He was accepted into
the Vehicle Assessment Signatory Scheme in 2005 and has climbed the ranks to be able to cover all aspects of the
vehicle modification and the Club Permit Scheme.
Steve will be happy to chat to people who are unsure of the regulations or to discuss feature restorations or
projects.
BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE!
We know a day for many of you is not complete without coffee, so we have arranged for a coffee cart to be on
site and we will have a sausage sizzle for you to enjoy.
LET’S MAKE THIS A GREAT SOCIAL OCCASION!
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How to Put a Vehicle on Club Plates with Gippsland Vehicle Collection
The vehicle to be permitted must be more than 25 years old. A modified vehicle must comply with parameters of the VicRoads
instruction “VSI 33” to be accepted under the historic category. Otherwise the vehicle may be subject to the new Modified
vehicle category. See VicRoads for further information,
The vehicle owner must be a current financial member of Gippsland Vehicle Collection (GVC).
Current fees:
$40 new applicants
$10 renewing applicants
$30 adding another vehicle to current membership
The following documents must be completed and presented to a Club Plate Scheme (CPS) Officer at the GVC, 1 Maffra Sale
Rd, Maffra:
a. VicRoads Club Permit Application Form
b. Current Certificate of roadworthiness
c. Completed Club Permit Agreement form from GVC
d. Current Membership of GVC. Note: The vehicle must be registered in the name of the GVC member, - family is
insufficient.
The vehicle must be presented for identification and date marked photographs when submitting documents at above address
(new applicants).
Assistance can be provided in completing the relevant forms if necessary. All GVC forms can be found on the GVC website.
www.gippslandvehiclecollection.org.au/club-plates/
VicRoads permit application forms can be obtained from any VicRoads office or online at www.vicroads.vic.gov.au
Appropriate membership and GVC CPS fees paid in full, the VicRoads Club Permit will be signed by GVC CPS Officer and the
required photographs taken.
A GVC CPS officer will complete and sign a VicRoads Eligibility & Standards Declaration Form. The owner of the vehicle must
be a name of a member.
The Vehicle owner must then present the completed and signed VicRoads Club Permit Application and original RWC to a
VicRoads Office and pay the relevant permit fee applicable to 45 or 90 days.
Upon receipt of a vehicle Permit Plate from VicRoads (red Plate), GVC must be advised of the plate and expiry date.
Email to: admin@gipplsandvehiclecollection.org.au or Phone GVC CPS secretary on 0409667096
An appointment must be made with GVC to process documentation. Please call 0409667096
For information relating to all aspects of the CPS scheme check out The VicRoads site:
https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/registration/limited-use-permits/club-permit-scheme

IMPORTANT!
Always remember to fill in your log book each time you take out your CPS car, motorbike or truck. Failure to do so invokes a
significant fine. Fines went up as of January 1, 2020 and unfortunately, I can’t find the current fines. However, work on them
being greater than those printed below.
$793 for a car
Or
$376 for a motorcycle less than 500cc
$793 for a motorcycle greater than 500cc
Or
$1427 for a truck
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RECENT PHOTOS FROM GVC – the carriage
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RECENT PHOTOS FROM GVC – Christmas
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RECENT PHOTOS FROM GVC - just some moments from
2019
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MANSI ON RAYMOND
www.mansi.com.au

CAMBRAI HOSTEL
BACKPACKER HOSTEL

117 Johnson Street, Maffra
VIC 3860
We now sell the

Call 0403 476 449
Meg and Trent Knobel

Penrite Classic range.

Let us know
what products you would like us to stock?

•
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The (GVC) Rusty Rockers have just recorded their first CD/ and it’s a ripper!!
These will be on sale at GVC from March for $15.
The CD also honours the founders of the Rusty Rockers Doc Doherty, GVC’s president in 2010.
1.

Rock & Roll Music
2. Mercy
3. Little Sister
4. Inside Out
5. Apache
6. Rip it up
7. Shake, Rattle & Roll
8. Crazy
9. Lucille
10. I only want to be with you
11. Blueberry Hill
12. Autumn Leaves
13. Great Balls of Fire
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